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Presenter
Presentation Notes
CCS still quite relevant, but position increasingly shakyMissed opportunities (and lost resources) in learningTiming absolutely critical – driven and integrated RD&D
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[From a talk at UT in Feb 2010]
CCS Needed Quickly at Scale

Source: Energy Technology Assessment Center, EPRI

US 2030 CCS:
~350Mt CO2/yr
~4.4M bbl/day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just the US POWER sector:Note the Renewables; just solar today is about 75 GW in the U.S.Look at the CCS. Commercial deployment, while started, is still in very very early stages.We have known the importance of CCS and the need for speed. That hasn’t changed.



Deep Decarbonization Expensive w/o CCS

3Source: IEA.
.

“Without CCS, the transformation of the power sector will be at least USD 
3.5 trillion more expensive. In a “no CCS in power” scenario variant of the 
2DS, deployment of renewable technologies would need to be expanded 
by an additional 1900 GW by 2050 over and above the 2DS requirements. 
This is equivalent to around four times the total wind and solar PV capacity
additions achieved in the last decade.”

To meet CCS targets, investment and deployment needs to be 
ramped up, yet the reality on ground is quite different…
Source: Bistline and Rai, Energy Policy, 2010.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Without CCS, the transformation of the power sector will be at least USD 3.5 trillion more expensive. In a “no CCS in power” scenario variant of the 2DS, deployment of renewable technologies would need to be expanded by an additional 1900 GW by 2050 over and above the 2DS requirements. This is equivalent to around four times the total wind and solar PV capacityadditions achieved in the last decade.”



CCS Project Pipeline Growing Very Slowly

4Source: Scott et al., Nature Climate Change, 2012.
.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From here on, though, two possible stories: CCS happens or it doesn’t (at the scale for addressing Climate Change.) It’s been hard to see the commercial side of CCS so far. Paying too much attention to that leads to an unnecessarily pessimistic view. What’s really promising, though, is the remarkable progress on the science and engineering side of things. I will come back to that later.Figure 2 | Prospects for CCS deployment. The IEA 2009 Blue Map scenario (back) presented an ambitious pathway for CCS deployment, contributing to stabilizing atmospheric CO2 concentration at 450 ppm (ref. 2). CCS demonstration programmes are suffering delays and setbacks, reducing project numbers and pushing delivery for many projects back to 2016–17 and beyond. This suggests that at best by 2020 only half of projects envisaged in the Blue Map might be in place (front), and subsequent deployment remains highly uncertain (purple). Data compiled from ref. 31. 
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With Increasing Unit Size, Cost Reductions May Not 
Automatically Hold For Capital Intensive Technologies
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• Complex value chain: Cost increases due to unanticipated technological and 
regulatory bottlenecks; and market structure effects

• Appraisal optimism or “low balling”
– Optimistic forecasts, understatement of costs
– Once support secured and funds sunk, reveal true costs

Source: Rai et al., Energy Policy, 2010.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s one other very important factor in scaling up/getting experience quickly: complex value chain limits the rate at which one can productively scale fast and learn to go DOWN the cost curve. All this make CCS deployment and learning NOW even MORE important.Cost increases due to unanticipated technological and regulatory bottlenecks; and market structure effects Diffusion times could be longer than 30 years Appraisal optimism or “low balling”Optimistic forecasts, understatement of costsOnce support secured and funds sunk, reveal true costsRegulatory Lessons:Planned deployment: Need careful design of learning cycles between generations of the technologyPublic participation and transparency mustTechnology Policy Implications:Attention on market structure and IP issues: Need competition and a number of technology suppliers. If China develops CCS technologies, good for the deployment of CCS globallyFocus on standardizationFuture Research:1) Modeling realistic learning curves for capital intensive, complex value chain technologies:	a) Different drivers have different influence on cost: Production; regulation; design changes; understanding of risk involved	b) Common assumption is “increasing returns to scale”. Not necessarily true, particularly if (i) the true nature of risks will only be revealed in the future (decreasing returns is more risky) (ii) Scarcity of resources, i.e., if cost of input factors increase; for example, if enough adequate and accessible storage space is not availableThese key uncertainties can be modeled by treating them as stochastic variable will a distribution of outcomes. The distributions themselves can be obtained from lit survey or expert surveys.



New Drivers (EOR, Chemicals, H2, Innovations…) 
Driving a Portfolio of CCS Technologies

6Source: Nemet et al., 2013.

• Industry and 
academic 
collaboration 
extremely important 

• Energy Institute’s 
new Fueling a 
Sustainable Energy 
Transition (FSET) 
initiative 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovations in CCS:Oxyfuel– Germany 2018 experienceGreat work at UT; Sue and Gary’s workNew work: Ionic liquids, etc.NetPower: New thermodynamic cycle, very interesting technologyLots of other good examplesExtremely important for industry and academic collaboration. Industry needs to deploy the best science ideas that have a road to commercial viability. Lots of problems and challenges that need a lot of fundamental research.Scientists need to work closely with industry to solve problems facing the industry. This is one area where there’s not much time to have fun with pure academic work of inquiry/”disconnected” discovery. That’s important and has a great place in science. But CCS needs a science approach that solves practical problems.That’s why this workshop and Gary and Sue’s efforts to brings the industry and scholars together is so critical. When you go back
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Concluding Thoughts

• Need careful design of learning cycles between generations of     
the technology

• When scaling up, only technological improvements not 
sufficient. Experience with actual deployment across markets 
critical

• Attention on market structure and IP issues: Need 
competition and a number of technology suppliers. If China 
develops CCS technologies, good for the deployment of CCS 
globally

• Public participation and transparency must
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